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ABSTRACT
Structural flexibility effects on robot mechanisms is a very
important consideration in the move toward lighter, faster, and
more accurate robot systems. This thesis presents the computer
sinnulation and experimental validation of a dynamic model of an
experimental single-link flexible manipulator, using the Equivalent
Rigid Link System with an enhanced natural-mode discretization.
The experimental arnn is driven by a hydraulic actuator and
moves in a vertical plane. Hydraulic actuator dynamics and the
effects of gravity are included in the equations of motion.
Connputer simulation for the experimental arm is performed by the
Dynamic Simulation Language (DSL) . The validation of the
dynamic model includes the comparison between the actual tip
f)osition and the predicted arm tip position.
THESIS DISCLAIMER
The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in
this research miay not have been exercised for all cases of interest.
V/hile every effort has been made, v/ithin the tii^ne available, to
ensure that the programs are free of computational and logic
errors, they cannot be considered completely validated. Any
application of these programs without additional verification is at
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As the Navy approaches the 21st century, the potential for
robotic technology is increasing. Present and possible future
applications range from industrial welding to shipboard firefighting,
from undersea exploration and salvage to weapons handling. [Ref.
1: pp. 11-14] All offer the promise of freeing the sailor from
boring, repetitive tasks or, more importantly, making hazardous jobs
much safer. Although Naval applications will most likely involve
some redesign or adaptation from their civilian counterpart in
order to meet the demands of an at-sea environment, it is
neccsary to keep abreast of the technological advancements as they
occur. Everett [Ref. l] presents and excellent overview of current
development efforts and in the process shows robotics to be an
inevitable part of the Navy's future.
B. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Earlier work in robotics concentrated strictly on a rigid body
model of a manipulator system. Determination of the equations
of motion, inverse dynamics, and end-effector control are examples
of the types of problems that have been solved for the rigid body
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case [Ref. 2: p. 11]. However, this rigid body assumption led to
manipulators that are characterized by their large size, both in
cross-sectional area and weight, slow operational speed and low
payload to total weight ratio.
The demand for higher speeds and better system performance
have caused the investigation of lightweight designs, most notably in
space applications [Ref. 3: pp. 3, 9]. The advantages of the
lightweight design include increase the speed of operation, and the
ease of transportability, decreased energy consunnption, and lowered
overall cost [Ref. 4; p. 167].
However, all of these advantages are not without cost. The
lightweight design requires that the flexibility effects should not be
neglected. The degradation of end-effector positioning accuracy
occurs if the increased deformations due to bending and torsion
effects of the lightweight, flexible manipulator are not modeled.
(Flexibility must be taken into account since actuators which
actuate rigid motion also excite deformations.)
Additional information is needed regarding the dynamics of the
flexible manipulator so that the system can be designed to
withstand loads without exceeding fatigue and bending stress limits.
In addition, systenn natural frequencies are needed for control and
sampling considerations [Ref. 5: p. 2]. A method for dynamic
modeling of manipulators with flexible members is needed for the
design of controllers. This model must be able to accurately
predict system responses, be able to be efficiently simulated and be




Research into the design and control of flexible manipulators
began in the early to mid 1970'5. The efforts centered around the
design, modeling and control of a planar two link manipulator.
Since then, many approaches have been taken to the development
of an accurate dynamic model.
Most models involve an attempt to find the relationship
between the large, rigid-body motion (large motion) and the small
motion displacements (small motion) arising from the flexibility of
the structure.
Book [Ref. 6] used the 4 >< 4 transformation matrices, common
to rigid body models, to model the elastic chain. This enabled the
representation of spatial motion of a manipulator with an arbitrary
number of links and joints. His model was limited in the
assumption that the mass of the manipulator is negligible compared
to the mass of the load. This is acceptable in space applications
where the manipulator is very light and flexible, but not for
industrial applications where the effects of nnass must be
considered
.
Sunada and Dubowsky [Ref. 7] similiarly expressed the
kinematics and dynamics of the manipulator in terms of 4 ?< 4
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transformation matrices. Lagrangian formulation with finite
clement methods was used to model the system with flexibility
effects. A dynamic coordinate reduction procedure. Component
Mode Synthesis, was used to reduce the number of governing
equations improving computational efficiency. Manipulator motion
was expressed as "small perturbations about some known nominal
nnotion of the system". This small motion superposition onto an
assumed nominal large motion neglects the effects of the small
motion interaction on the large motion; in turn, the consideration
of the coupling effect was not complete.
Book [Refs. 8,9] also includes small motion displacements in
the 4^4 transformation matrices. He used a modal approach
to model system flexible kinematics, truncating the series of
assumed vibration modes. After applying recursive Lagrangian
dynamics and a hybrid set of large and small motion coordinates,
the dynamic equations of motion were obtained. Although an
accurate model describing large motion, small motion and their
coupling, the resulting set of coupled, non-linear second order
ordinary differential equations is computationally intensive
and, therefore, expensive to solve.
Truckenbrodt [Ref. 10] developed a model for a six degree of
freedom manipulator with two flexible links. The flexible
manipulator was modeled as a "hybrid multibody system" having
both rigid and flexible elements. The flexible coordinates were
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represented using truncated series expansion. The model was then
linearized for control purposes.
Cannon and Schmitz [Ref. ll] performed experimental studies
on a "very flexible" single link manipulator. Their model was also
truncated and linearized. A simplified analytical model was used
to derive the general form of the equations of motion.
Experimental analysis was then used to determine the coefficients.
Chang [Ref. 5] introduced the Equivalent Rigid Link System
(ERLS) dynamic model of a flexible manipulor. Global motions
were separated into large motions and small motions. The ERLS
described the kinematics of the large motion. The small motion
displacements were described relative to the ERLS. The finite
element method was used to discretize deformations and
Lagrangian formulation was used to derive the equations of
motion. Two sets of coupled, non-linear ordinary differential
equations-large motion equations and small motion equations
resulted. The set of large motion equations were non-linear in
both the large and small motion variables. The set of small
motion equations were linear in the small motion variable but
non-linear in the large motion variable. Chang also developed a
solution technique called the Sequential Integration Method. It
allows simulations of systems with inertia coupled motions having
non-linear slow motion (large motion) with linear fast motion
(small motion). Chang's model presented a complete, efficient
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dynamic model being able to describe large motion, small motion
and their coupling.
Petroka [Ref. 12] performed an experimental validation of
Chang's dynamic model. He designed a hydraulically actuated,
single-link flexible arm and applied the ERLS model. He tailored
the model for a single link flexible manipulator with vertical plane
motion. Finite element analysis was limited by single element
modeling and the choice of a simple cubic function representation
for the shape function. Tip position information was determined
from motion picture studies, additional data was obtained from a
comparison between theoretical and experimental strain. Results of
the validation suggested the potential usefulness of the model in
determining tip position.
D. PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to perform a computer simulation
and experimental validation of a dynannic model including
flexibility. Chang's Equivalent Rigid Link System dynamic model
using an enhanced natural-mode discretization is chosen. The
research also serves as a continuation of the experimental work
performed on the single- link flexible manipulator designed by
Petroka. Computer simulation for the experimental arm is
performed by the Dynamic Simulation Language (DSL) on the IBM
3033 mainframe computer. A piezo-resistive accelerometer and
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strain gauges are used for tip position and strain infornaation.
Data acquisition was performed using a GWI Instruments MacAdios
hardware and software data acquisition system in conjunction with
a Macintosh 512k computer.
An understanding of the Equivalent Rigid Link System model
is essential. The theory and application behind the model, its
adaptation to the single link case, the natural-mode
discretization, and a discussion of the computer simulation, are
discussed in Chapter 11.
A description of the experimental apparatus, design and
procedure are reviewed in Qiapter 111. Data acquisition is also
discussed
.
Chapter IV presents the results of the validation.
Comparisons are made between experimental arm-tip position,
theoretical arm-tip position using cubic shape functions, and
theoretical arm-tip position using natural-mode discretization.
Also a comparison is made between experimental strain and the
theoretical strain predicted by the ERLS dynamic model
simulation.
Chapter V is devoted to conclusions reached during the study




II. MODEL FORMULATION FOR A SINGLE-LINK FLEXIBLE
MANIPULATOR
A. EQUIVALENT RIGID LINK SYSTEM
The ERLS dynamic model of a flexible manipulator describes
the large rigid-body motion of the manipulator and the small-
motion displacement arising from the flexibility of the structure.
A schematic of the ERLS is shown in Fig . 2.1. The ERLS
describes the large motion of the manipulator. A strength of the
ERLS is that the description of kinematics is equivalent to the rigid
manipulator system so that the the familiar mathematical tools for
the rigid system can be used to solve flexible manipulator
problems. The small-motion displacements are described relative
to the ERLS. Displacements are for each point along the flexible
arm, a function of location and time, so it is necessary to discretize
the deformations for digital computation. The techniques of the
Finite Element Method (FEM) are utilized for this discretization.
In this study, an enhanced natural-mode discretization which
represents the small motion in terms of nodal displacements and
the natural modes of the structure is introduced.
After describing the kinematic relationships between the large
and small motions, kinetics is introduced to complete the
derivation of the equations of motion. The Lagrangian dynamics
approach is used for the derivation due to its straightforward and
15
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Figure 2.1 EquivaJent Rigid Link System (ERLS)
systematic nature which is heJpfuJ in the anaJysis of complex
systems. This formuiation requires gencraJized coordinates. Since
the gJobaJ motions are separated into large nnotions and small
motions, generalized coordinates are defined to represent these two
motions. The three generalized coordinates chosen are the rigid
body rotation, 6, and two nodal displacements, vfO] and ^[0], which
can be measured at the end of the link. Kinetic energy of the
system is due to kinetic energy of the link, kinetic energy of the
actuator and the kinetic energy of any load. The actuator is
treated as a rigid body and all kinetic energy terms arc calculated
separately. Potential energy of the systenn comes from strain
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energy due to deformation and from gravity. Generalized forces
include any applied forces and damping forces. The actual
derivation of the equations of motion requires detailed, tedious
mathematical manipulations, and the Lagrangian formulation yields
two sets of equations. One set describes the large motions and
the other set describes the small motions. These two sets of
equations are non-linear, coupled, second-order, ordinary
differential equations represented as follows,
M e ^ M U - F (2-1)
M e > M U * K U = F t2-2]
where
M - 1 X 1 effective inertia matrix for large motions
qq
^
M . 1 >< 2 coupled inertia matrix of the small motion effect
on large motion
M - 2 X 1 coupled inertia matrix of the large motion effect
on small motions
M » 2 X 2 effective inertia matrix for small motions
nn
K - 2 X 2 stiffness matrix for small motions
n
F - 1 X 1 load vector for the large motions
F - 2 X 1 load vector for the small motion
^ - generalized coordinate of the large motions
U - 2 X 1 vector
,
generalized coordinate of the
deformations representing the small motions
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A more detailed derivation of the equations of motion is
included in Appendix A.
B. SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATION
In Petroka's study a cubic shape function was assumed to
represent the transverse displacement of the flexible manipulator.-
This allowed a complete representation of the displacement
including rigid body rotation and translation. In this study the
natural-mode shape functions of a beam are used to represent
the flexural motion of the single-link flexible arm. Only the first
two mode shapes are used. The flexible manipulator arm is
modeled as a continuous Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam,
neglecting shear deformation, and rotary effects. The beam has
the following characteristics,
jl-mass/unit length L=length
EI=flexural rigidity p=transverse load/unit length
M-moment V • shear force
aM/ax - V av/ax - p
k-curvature = M/EI-a^z/axV[1 + 0y/axff'^ ~ a^z/ax^.
(linear beam theory)
This allows us to express p in the following form,
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p - #M/9x2 - a^lEl d^v/d)?VdY^ - -[I #v/d\^ (2-3)
Thus, for a uniform beam.
El sr^v/ax"* - - }i a^v/at^ (2-4)
Let vtx,t] - Xlxl sin cot, substituting into Eq. (2-4),
El y!^ sin cot " - |i co^ X sin cot
therefore,
X^^-p^X where p''-|ico2/EI (2-5)
The above equation has the general solution,
X - ft cosh px + B sinh px + C cos px + D sin px (2-6)
For the cantilever beam naodel the boundary conditions require
that.
at x--L[base], X Kl-0 and / t-L]«0 (2-7)
atx^O Itipl X"l01-0 and X"' [01-0 (2-8)
Rewriting Eq. (2-6) in the form,
X - ft I cos ^x + cosl^ px 1 + B [ cos px - cosh px ]
+ C [ sin ^x + sinh px ] + D t sin px - sinh px ] (2-9)
shov/s that, (2-7) implies B=D=0, consequently,
X - ft I cos px + cosh px ] + C ( sin px + sinh px ] (2-10)
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Using the boundary conditions from Eq. (2-7) and substituting
into Eq. (2-10) and solving yields:
cosh pL cos pL --1 (2-11)




Equation (2-10) is now written in the form:
X - ft ' I cos px + coshpx ] + 1 sin px + sinh px] (2-12)




cos p.L + cosh p.L
This form satisfies Eqs. (2-7)
,
(2-8) , and (2-11) and will be
the form used in further derivations.
The transverse displacement, and sloj:>e, of the single link
flexible arm can now be represented in the following forms,
respectively,
yM = Q] (t.) ^1 (X)+ 82 ft) K2 (X) (2-13)
= a, ( a/' ( cos Pi X + cosh pi x ) + { sin p, x * sinh p, x])
* a2( (^2 I cos P2X + cosh P2X] + ( sin P2X * sinh P2XI]
(j) - a, ( A/Pi ( -sin p, X + sinh pi x ) + p, [ cos p^x + cosh pi x]] (2-14)
82 1 ^2' I P2 1 -sin P2X +sinh P2X ] + P2f cos P2X + cosh P2X ])
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Substituting the boundary conditions into the shape functions
gives,
v[0] - 2 a, [t] R/ ^ 2 32 It] R2' (2-15)
<|)[0l-2ailt]p, + 2a2(t]p2 (2-16)
v[-L]-0 (2-17)
(t>K]-0 (2-18)
Solving the two equations for a^ and 82 gives:
a^l] - 2 P2 v^Q^ - 2 ftp <^^Q^ azt^l = -2pivfQ] ^2Rf 4)fQ] (2-19)
4 ft|' P2 " "^ '^z' Pi "^ ^f P2 " 4 ^^2' Pi
For ease of manipulation, make the follo\^^ing substitutions:
Cp2p2/t'^f^r P2~'^'^2' Pl^ ' (2-20)
C2-2p,/(4fi,'p2-4f^2 Pi) (2-21)
C3 » - 2 R2 / K flf p2 - 4 R2 Pi) (2-22)
C4 - 2 Rf / (4 Rf P2 - 4 R2' Pi ] (2-23)
Substituting Eqs. (2-20), (2-21), (2-22), and (2-23) into Eq.
(2-13) and collecting terms yields an expression for the transverse
displacement of the single-link flexible arm as a function of the
arm tip nodal displacements, v(0) and (j)(0):
vlx,t) ~ [ C) t Rf ( cos P)X 1- cosh P|X) + [ sinp|X + sinh PjX]] (2-24)
* C2 [ R2' [ cos P2^ * cosh ^2^] * [ sin P2X "" sinh ^2^))) ^^0]
* I C3 ( R|' ( cos PjX + cosh Pix) + ( sinp|X + sinh P|X]]
+ C4 I R2' ( cos ^2^ * cosh ^2^) * f sin ^2^ + sinh ^2^))) ^^^^
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This eHpression is differentiated tv/ice to obtain v' ' (x), which is
necessary for the calculation of the potential energy due to
deformation and the theoretical strain,
(2-25)
v'"(x,t] = ( Ci f5f ( Rf ( -COS fl-iix + cosh fiiix] + ( -sinpix + sinh pix])
+ C2p2^ { ^2 ( ""-C"- P2>^ * cosh (32X) + ( -sin |:i2X + sinh f52X])] v{0]
+ ( C3
^>f { f\] [ -cos [SjX + cosh f^ix) + ( -sinpix + sinh fjixjj
+ C4 (32^'( FI2' ( "COS r:i2X + cosh (32x] + ( "Sin f:i2X + sinh f32>^J)) ^tfO)
Now substitution of v{x) into the 3>^1 deformation vector, d,
yields the 3x2 shape function matrix, <|) , and the 2^1 nodal
displacerx'ient vector, U:







v/here a and b are the coefficients of v(0) and 4^(0), respectively, in
Eq. (2-24), defined here for convenience.
d
b =
Cj f fl{ ( cos pix + cosh |3ix1 + ( sinf3|X + sinh pixl] (2-27)
+ C2 ( Flo ^ cos (52J-' + cosh (32x] + ( sin p^x + sinh fi:2x]]
C3 f R{ f cos [SjX + cosh p^x] + ( sinpjX + sinh pf<]] (2-28)
+ C4 f R2' ( cos |32X + cosh f5i2x) + ( sin |32X + sinh [32x1]
The shape function matrix is now in a form convenient for
computer coding.
C. HYDRAULIC ACTUATION
The single-link flesible n"ianipulator uses hydraulic actuation.
Thei'efore, hydraulic actuator and servovalve dynamics- are an
integral part of the total system model . Figure 2 . 2 illustrates the










Figure 2.2. System drawing
The hydraulic dynamics are represented by servovalve
dynamics and actuator dynamics. Moog, the manfacturer of the
servovalve, simplified the description of servovalve dynamics to a
sin.gle equation [Ref. 13],
'
Q - IK VK (2-29)
where
Q = Flov.'' delivered from servovalve
I = Input current
K = Valve sizing constant ,contributes to hydraulic system
damping
P y = Valve pressure drop, P c - Pl
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Actuator dynamics consist of a form of the continuity eqation (2-30)
and the torque output equation (2-31) [Ref. 14],
= D^ e ^ C^^^^ P, + V^F'l (2-30)
4 [5,
T, = r,t Pl D, (2-31)
where
Q = Flow delivered to actuator
Dr,-, 8 = Flom causing actuator rotation
C'trn Pl = Leakage -floiii in actuator
V't P - Compressibility flow
Tfj = Torque required to overcome inertia and move the load
r\\ = Torque efficiency
Pi_ = Load pressure drop
Dfrt = Motor displacement
A detailed account into the selection of hydraulic coiTiponents
for the svstern v/as included in Petroka's work.
D. COMPUTER SIMULATION
Computer simulation of the equations of motion is performed
by the Dynainic Simulation Language (DSL) which solves a set of
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siinultaneous, nonlinear, second- order, coupled, ordinary differential
equations. DSL is a differential equation solver that was designed
by IBM for rnini and mainframe computers as a follov/ on to
Continuous Systein Modeling Program (CSMP) . It was chosen for
its compatibility with Fortran, good selection of integration methods
(Adarns method chosen), implicit double precision, powerful
graphics capability, and ease of use.
The computer code was adapted from Petroka's v.-ork. Two
major differences are F^etroka used CSMF^ and a variable
step, fourth order, Plunge-Kutta integration method. The decision to
use the Adams method was based on several trial runs of the
program. In each run the Adams method V/'as significantly faster
than Runge-Kutta, sometimes as high as five times faster yet
maintaining agreement of solution to the fourth decimal place.
The algorithm of solution involves substituting Eqs. (2-1) and
(2-2) into matrix form to create a 3 -' 3 coefficient inertia rnatriK
and a 3 x: 1 neht hand side vector of forces and n'loinents. The
unknov/ns are 8 and U .
Each coefficient is calculated m a separate subroutine. Once
calculated the elements are put into matrix form. An IMoL linear
equation solver subroutine is then called to solve for the
accelerations. The accelerations are then integrated tvnce using
the Adams method of the D5L system. A global transformation
subroutine is then called to global arm tip position. The cornputer
code is included as Appendix B.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL FLEXIBLE ARM
A . EXPERIMENTAL APRARATU;:5
The ei-ipenmental apparatus used to validate the Equivalent
Rigid Link System (ERLS) on a single- liiik flexible manipulator
consisted of a flexible arm, a hydraulic system, sensors, an analog
to digital converter, and a computer.
1. Flexible Arm
The flexible arm shov^n m Figures 3.1. and 3.2. is a one
meter long flexible structure which can bend freely m the vertical
plane but is stiff in torsion and horizontal bending. The ann
consists of tv;o parallel steel flat bars welded at the base and
directly clamped to the hydraulic actuator. Torsional stiffness is
obtained by connecting the two steel beams, v/ith thm steel
strips, to seven transverse steel bridges. If the arm consisted of
only a single steel beam it would deflect due to any bending
moment and tv^'ist around the beam neutral axis. The additional
thin steel strips act to increase the torsional rigidity of the beam.
Table 3 . 1 shows some geometric and mass properties of the
flexible arm.
2 . Hydraulic System
The power for the flexible arm v.-as provided by a
hydraulic system . The system consisted of a York hydraulic
26







LL=arni length 0.9985 m
T=beaiTi thickness 0.003175 m




MT=arni total mass 4.8555 k^
E=modulus of elasticity 2.0 ell N-m2
p =density/unit volume 7861.05 kg/m^
power unit shown in Figure 3.3., a Bird-Johnson 3-axis Hyd-P.o-
Wrist, a Moog 760-100 servovalve, and associated Moog
servocontroller and high pressure filter assembly.
The York hydraulic pov/er unit includes a three horsepovz-er
motor and starter and is capable of supplying a system pressure of
2250 psi. Standard supply pressure for all runs was 2000 psi.
The actuator s-elected v/as a Bird-Johnson 3-axis Hyd-Ro-
Vrist with a displacement in the pitch a:-:is of 4.0 in^ / rad. It is
a hydraulic rotary actuator supported on roller bearings with 180
degrees of rotation. It was chosen by Petroka [Pef. 12] after a
careful selection process. The principal consideration was a
'"^ iHy^/i'
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minimum displacement of 1.0788 in' / rad, based on an analysis
of the systemi using the relationship
CVn = TJ rn Pl (2-31)
The wrist also includes roll and yaw axis, but these were
disconnected and not used for this thesis.
The Moog 760-100 servovalve has a rated flow of 1.0 gprn.
This was chosen to satisfy the design flow rate of 0.637 gprn.
The 760 series servovalve is a two-stage design. The output stage
is a closed center, four-way, sliding spool. The pilot stage is a
symmetrical double-nossle and flapper, driven by a double air gap,
dry torque motor in a sealed compartment. Spool posdtion
feedback is provided by a cantilever spring.
3. Sensors
The flexible manipulator had three principal sensors- an
accelerorneter for acceleration , strain gages for strain, and a
potentiometer for large inotion angle.
The accelerorneter v.'as an Endevco model 726uA high
sensitivity, small size (6 grams), damped, piesoresistive
accelerorneter. A piesoresistive type accelerorneter was chosen for
its gooci low frequency response, an important consideration in our
case. The other predominant factor was small size for minirnuin
mass loading. The dainping helps to extend the useful high
frequency range and reduce the effects of spurious high frequency
T.
1
excitation. The accelerometer v/as mounted at the tip of the
flexible manipulator, with the axis of nriaxiniun"i response aligned
along the length of the arrn. Signal conditioning was provided by
a BAM-1 amplifier.
Four CEx-i-05-12UV/-350 strain gages were attached to the
flexible niai'iipulator . Two were located at the base and two at
the mid- section of each steel bar, on opposite sides of the neutral
axis. A inid-length strain gage was used for all data runs since it
provided the maximum response. Signal conditioning was again
provided by the BAM-1 amplifier.
A Bourn potentiometer v^as used to obtain large motion
angle data. This was essential information for determining tip
position in terms of the global coordinate system.
The heart of the data acquisition systenri was a Apple
Macintosh 512K computer coupled with a MacADlOS analog- to-
digital/digital- to-analog converter. The MacAiDIOS is produced by
GV/I Insruments and the hardware is called a Model 411 Hardware
Unit. It con"ies with its ov/n software and serial interface to the
Macintosh. It has 16 di-gital input.s and outputs, 8 analog inputs
and 4 analog outputs, a programmable clock signal and a
prograrninable counter. The MacADIOS can be programmed using
Microsoft BASIC or C languages.
The strenth of the MacADIOS system is the v/ide array of
software that is included with the systein. This softv/are includes
the 5 Instruments Package, Macx^DIOS Manager, XY MaCorder,
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Microsoft BASIC library calls and source code for Manx Aztec C.
The 5 Instrun-ients Package permits the system to emulate a 3
input digital voltmeter, oscilliscope, spectrum analyser, sonogram,
and a spectrograin
.
The software primarily used for the thesis v,'as the
portion called the MacADIOS Manager (MM) and the library of
associated BASIC routines. This allowed the formulation of tv/o
experinients, one for tip position determination using accelerorneter
information, and the other for determining experimental strain
from strain gage data . Tv/'o channels of analog data are input
(accelerorneter output and potentiometer output, or strain gage
output and potentiometer output), this limits sampling to a 172 Hz
rate or 5.81 milliseconds per sample [Ref. 15], the resulting
waveforms are digitally stored awaiting further processing. Single
channel inputs can be sampled at the much higher rate of 96
microseconds. The rav;- data can be graphically displayed using
MM.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
1. Tip Position Determination
The hydraulic pov^er unit was started and allowed to run
for approximately 30 minutes to allov; the system temperature to
stabilize. During this time the MacADIOS was set up to perform
as a voltmeter so that initial calibration of the amplifier and
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accelerometer output could be done. Voltage to the servovalve
controller was set at 2 volts. Tliis produced an input current of
4 n-iillian"ips to the servovalve. This current v/as used to allow
direct comparison v^-ith Petroka's [Ref. 12] results. The MacADIOS
Manager was setup to sainple two analog waveforms,
accelerometer output and potentiometer output, at a rate of 6 . 00
milliseconds, or 166. &7 Hs, and store these wavefonns in digital
form. This formiatted the data for later transportation via modem
to the IBM 3033 mainframe computer for data reduction. The
manipulator was then loadejd by attaching v.^eights to the 4 studs
at the tip of the manipulator. No load
,
2.115 Kg, and 4.223 Kg
load conditions were investigated. Once the load was attached to
the mianipulator, the manipulator v/as placed in the horizontal
position and allowed to come to rest. From this position a step
input of 4 milliarnps was applied to the servovalve. Data were




The procedure for eKperimental strain determination was
very sirniliar to the procedure for tip position determination
described above. The major differences being that strain gage
output is taken vice acceleromieter output and the flexible
manipulator is initially m the vertical position so that the initial




The eKperin^iental work v/as divided into three areas. First a
comparison was made betv/een the t'vo methods of determining tip
position, accelerometer and inotion pictures. Tliese results v/ere
used as a baseline to con^ipare this thesis with past work. Then a
comparison v/as made betv/'een experimental tip position and tip
position determined from the two siinulation prograins one usma; a
modal shape function the other using a cubic shape function.
Finally a comparison v/as made between eKperimental and
theoretical strain again comparing the tvm theoretical models to
the eHperiinental value.
A. ACCELEROMETER VERSUS MOTION PICTURES
One of the primary objectives of this research v/as to
investi3;ate a different technique for deterniinmg arm tip position.
F'etroka [Ref . 12] considered several methods for his thesis including
inotion pictures, an autoniatic laser tracking interferoirieter
system, digitising tablets, ultrasonics, position/displacement
transducers, dieitisins.-; vision systems and accelerometers before
finally choosing; motion pictures. The principal factors in the
decision were simplicity, availability, and cost. He encountered
some limitations to this method during the course of his thesis.
These included requirement for a slov/, tedious frame-by-frame
exaiTiination hindered by the lack of clarity of the arm tip position
and by the absence of definition of the background grid
measurement. This method is also limited in that it cannot be
used to feedback position data to a controller for appropriate
control action.
.
The additional method investigated in this thesis was the use of
an acceleronieter . A piesoresistive accelerorneter v/as attached to
the end of the flexible arm. A potentiometer v^as attached to the
rotary hydraulic actuator at the base of the flexible manipulator.
Accelerometer output and potentiometer output v.'ere then used to
obtain tip position information. This required two integrations and
a global transformation. The accelerometer senses a global
acceleration we will call S. This can be related to X and Y global
coordinates. Using our global transformation matrix v/e can then
obtain an expression for v(0). This is then integrated twice using a
DSL simulation program. Once again using the global
transformation we can obtain an expression for tip pDsition in
teriTis of the global coordinate system. This process is discussed in
further detail in Appendix C. Figures 4.1-4.6 shov/ the
comiparisons between tip position determined by Petroka using
motion pictures and by accelerometer in this thesis. The three
loading conditions were no load, a 2.115 kg load, and a 4.233 kg
load. For comparative purposes, a percent difference v'as
36
calculated v.'ith motion picture data representing the reference.
This is given in Table 4.1. All experin"iental runs were made with
a 4 rnilliarnp step input of current. T?ie initial condition for all
runs v/as the horizontal position of the flexible arm.
The figures and table values indicate that there is good
agreement between the tv/o methods for determining tip position.
There is closer agreement as the loadii'ig increases. Tins is most
probably because the lov/er speeds at the higher loads allow more
accurate reading of the motion picture film. Use of an
acceleromieter v/ould seem to be the preferred method since the
accuracies are comparable and the accelerorneter output does not
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After evaluating the different techniques for determining arm
tip position the nent step in the validation of the ERLS dynamiic
model v/as to coinpare the actual arm tip position as determined
by accelerorneter with the arm tip position predicted by the tv/o
different simulation models.
Evaluation of the data centered around the parameters
amplitude and frequency. These were evaluated in Petroka's thesis
[Ref.12] and for a consistent approach in validating the ERL3
model are evaluated in this thesis. All criteria for comparison
were also adopted from Petroka's thesis. These include a relative
percentage error of +/- 10% as the standard for comparison. The
tip position amplitude error is computed by taking the square root
of the sum of the squares of the differences betv/een the
theoretical and eKperimiental X and Y coordinate positions. The
first mode tip frequency errors are computed by taking the
difference between the theoretical and experimental tip position
frequencies. Only the first mode frequency is determined since it
was the dominant mode. Errors were then normalised to obtain
relative errors. Tip position amplitude v/as normalised using arm
length, and frequencies were normalised using experimental
frequencies.
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Figures 4.7-4.12 represent the graphical results of the
comparison of enperimental ann tip position with theoretical arm
tip position. Results are given in terms of the global coordinate
system. The loadii'ig conditions were no load, a 2.115 kg load and
a 4.233 kg load. The initial condition for all runs was the
horizontal position of the flexible arm. Servovalve eKcitation for
all runs was a step input of 4.0 milliamps. The initial tip
deformation and slope as determined by elementary beam theory
were initial conditions input into the simulation program.
The figures and results tabulated in Tables 4 . 2 and 4 .
3
indicate that both models satisfy the evaluation criteria of 10 %
error. The modal shape function gives us slightly better results
percentage wise v/ith regards to tip position ai'nplitude, but vz-hen
converted to actual distances these small percentage differences cai'i
mean significant improvements in tip position accuracy since a 1 %
in^iprovernent is on the order of a 1 centimeter improveinent m
accuracy. The acceptable tip position amplitude error occurs
despite the fact that we are using a truncated model of only the
first two modes.
The differences in amplitude observed in the arm tip position
amplitude can attributed to several causes. Experimentally there
are errors associated v;ith recording the data such as calibration
errors and conversion errors. The cubic shape function is limited
by the single eleinent modeling v.^'hich vnW result in a iriore rigid
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RELATIVE ERRORS OF TIR POSITION AMPLITUDE
LOAD CUBIC MODAL
Kg 5.3 % 4.9 %
2.115 Kg
7.9 % 5.3 %
4.233 Kg 8.3 % 5.3 %
TABLE 4.3
RELATIVE ERROR OF FREQUENCY
LOAD CUBIC MODAL
Kg < 5 % < 5 %
2.115 Kg
< 5 % < 5 %
4.233 Kg < 5 % < 5 %
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truncation effects since the flexible arn^i is theoretically composed of
and infinite number of n"iodes and we have only include the first
two modes. Neglecting axial deformation and assuming small
bending displacements also effects the accuracy of our model.
These effects are most noticeable during the first few tenths of a
second of motion. During this time arm tip position decreases but
an increase in predicted by both the cubic and modal shape
functions. The theoretical arm position approi-iirnates the actual
arm position but since the the small motion displacement is
measured v/ith respect to the ERLS local coordinate system the
theoretical arm length appears to increase particularly under
heavy loading.
The frequency results were similarly promising. All met the
error criteria of 10 %. Only the fundamental frequencies were
observed indicating the dominance of the first n"iode.
C. STRAIN
The final step in the experimental validation of the EFiLS model
of a flexible manipulator was to compare experimental strain v'lth
the strain predicted from the tv/o siniulation models.
Amplitude and frequency v/ere evaluated as m the tip position
experiments. In addition, the error criteria of 10 % v/as also
inaintained. The strain amplitude and frequency errors were
obtained by taking the difference between the theoretical and
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eupierimental strain data. The results are normalised using the
respective experimental values. The strain amplitude is actually a
superposition of the first two modes but the fundamental mode is
dominant. The strain frequency is easily separated into
fundamental and .secondary modes.
Figures 4.13-4.15 are the graphical results of the comparison
betv/een experimental strain and theoretical strain as predicted by
the ERLS using a a modal shape function. The loading conditions
were no load, a 2.115 kg load and a 4.233 kg load. The initial
condition for all runs v.^as the vertical position of the flexible arm.
Servovalve excitation for all runs was a step input of 4.0
n-jilliarnps . These results are summarised in Tables 4 . 4 and 4.5.
The strain amplitude values exeed the 10 % error criteria.
The amplitude of the theoretical strain is usually less than the
experimental values. This is to be expected from the truncation of
the modal shape function. The addition of more modes to the
model should bring the amplitude closer to the experimental
values. The values predicted by the modal shape function are
much closer than the cubic shape function results predicted in
Petroka's thesis [Ref. 12], where errors were on the order of
35-40 %.
Perhaps the most significant result in the choice of a rnodal
shape function over a cubic shape function is in the area of strain
frequency. Fundamental frequencies are accurately modeled by
both models with all results less than 5 %. However the modeling
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of the secondary mode frequency is much more accurately made
with the modal shape function. Tl'ie cubic shape function results
in errors on the order of 20-40 % [Ref 12]. The modal shape
function improves on these to the point where all errors satisfy the
10 % criteria. Tlie theoretical values are all slightly greater than
the experimental values, indicative of the more rigid model that











































































































































. RELATIVE ERROR OF STRAIN AMPLITUDE
LOAD CUBIC MODAL
Kg 38 % 17.9 %
2.115 Kg 38 % 17.4 %
4.233 Kg 41 % 23.7 %
TABLE 4.5
RELATIVE ERROR OF FREQUE?JCY
LOAD
FUNDAMENTAL SECOND MODE
CUBIC MODAL CUBIC MODAL
Kg
< 5 % 38 % 7.5 %
2.115 Kg < 5 % 26 % < 5 %
4.233 Kg < 5 % 22 % 5.5 %
V. SUMMARY
A. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this thesis is to eMperirnentally validate the
ERLS dynamic model of a flexible manipulator. This validation is
an essential part of the long-term goal of designing and controlling
a flexible manipulator. The model chosen was Chang's [Ref. 5]
Equivalent Rigid Link System dynamic model. The model v/as
adapted to our eHpenrnental manipulator, a single- link,
hydraulically actuated flexible arni moving in the vertical plane.
The thesis investigated experiinental techniques and a comparison
of tip position amplitude and strain for the tv.'o siinulation models.
The results indicate that an accelerorneter and motion picture
studies of arm tip motion yield comparable results. The
accelerorneter has the advantage in that it provides a continuous
signal and does not require the tedious manual interpretation that
is required of the motion picture data. This n'ieans an appreciable
savings of time.
The tip position ainplitude comparison between the
experimental results and the results obtained from the two choices
of shape function indicated that the choice of natural modes yields
a slight percentage improvement in tip position accuracy, but this
improvement can be significant in terms of distance particularly
with regard to future control designs. Both shape functions
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accurately modeled the dominant first miode frequency of the arm
tip position.
The comparison between experimental strain ai"id the tv/o
theoretical simulations demonstrated that the natural mode shape
function leads to significant improvements in both strain amplitude
and frequency
.
The limitations of both models are a direct result of some
modeling assumptions and choices. The natural mode shape
function is only composed of the first two modes. This truncation
accounts for the lower values for both tip position and strain
an'iplitude. Thiis also yields a more rigid model, thus the slightly
higher frequencies for the modal shape function. ^Jirnilarly, the
cubic shape function is restricted by its single element modeling.
This more rigid representation accounts for the cubic shape
functions lower amplitudes and higher freqeuncies.
The small displacement assumption leads to noticeable
differences in tip position amplitude particularly during the first
few tenths of a second of motion in the X direction. No effects of
the small displacement assurntion are noted in the strain results.
The experimental and simulation results provided a valuable
validation of the ERLS model. The choices of a natural mode
shape function and an accelerorneter for tip position determination
offer improvements to the model and further suggest the potential
benefits of the ERLS as a model for flexible manipulator.
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B . RECOMMENDATI0N5
The long- term goal of this research is the design and control of
a flexible manipulator system. Simulation studies need to continue
on the validation of the ERLS model. Shear deforrnatioi'i and
rotary inertia effects should be considered in future v/'ork. In
addition, the effects of truncation also need to be studied. The
significance of each of the tenns in the equations of motion v/ould
kie helpful m improving the model.
Control system design requires significant investigation.
Specific areas of importance include control schemes to achieve
motion control and force control. Continued studies must be made
in the area of finding sensors that v.'ill provide accurate and fast
feedback signals. Hardv/are iinplementations to make eventual on-
line control possible should also be investigated.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE
EXPERIMENTAL. SINGLE- LINK. FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR
A principal idea of the ERLS is to separate the motion of a
flexible manipulator system into a large motion and a siriall
motion. The large motion represents the the global motion of the
system described by the ERLS and the small motion displacements
are described vnth respect to the ERLS. The Lagrangian dynamics
approach is used for the derivation of the equations of motion due
to its straightfor'v^ard and systematic nature which is helpful m
the analysis of comple:-: systems. This formulation requires
generalised coordinates. Since the global motions are separated
into large motions and small motions, generalised coordinates are
defined to represent these two motions. The three generalised
coordinates chosen are the rigid body rotation, 9, and tv/o nodal
displacements, v(0) and 4^1.0), v^hich can be ineasured at the end of
the link. The following are the two sets of Lagrange equations
used to develop the equations of motion:
d/dt 0KE./9e) - aKE./ae + apE./3e = f
d/dt OKE/au) - ciKE/au + aPE/au = o
KE - kinetic energy
PE - potential energy
6"i
6 - large motion Joint variable, theta, measured betv/een
the ERLS link and the global X axis
U - 2 M 1 vector of small n"iotion displacement and slope,
v(0) and (MO)
F - generalised force for large motion, applied moment
Kinetic energy of the system is due to kinetic energy of the
link, kinetic energy of the actuator and the kinetic energy of any
load. The actuator is treated as a rigid body and all kinetic
energx; terms are calculated separately. Generalised forces
include any applied forces and damping forces. The expressions
used for the determination of kinetic energy are as follows:
KE (arm) - 1/2
J
pi R^ (R) dv
RRM
VOLUME
KE (load) - 1/2 Trace
J p.^ RJ (R^^ dv
LORD
VOLUME
KE (rotor) - 1/2 Trace
J p.R HpJ (Rr) dv
ROTOR
VOLUME




R = LU (r + d)




r = the 3x1 local position vector of the arm measured
from the coordinate systen^i whose origin is at the end of
the ERLS link
d = the 3 K 1 deformiation vector that only includes the
transverse displacement, v. Derivation of this vector is
made in Chapter 2
.
U = the niass density of the steel arm
The global position vector of the load is determined from the
following transformation
:
\ = ai D^ r^
Dl = the 3x3 transformation matrix due to the local
deformations of the arm tip
rL = the 3x1 local position vector for the load
P-i = mass density of the load, steel
The global position vector of the hydraulic actuator is eiven by
the following transformation:
Rr - •^, ^'r
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Ar = the 3 K 3 transfonnation matrix due to the large inotion
rotation of the rotor
rp; = the 3 >: 1 local position vector for the rotor
Ufj = the mass density of the actuator rotor, aluminum
Potential energy of the system comes froin strain energy due
to deformation . and from gravity . The expressions used for the
determination of pcitential energy are as follows:










- J Ml ^-^ § civ
LOhD
/OLUME
E Ij, = the flexural rigidity in the 2 direction, perpendicular to
the plane of motion
V = second derivative of the transverse displacement v
v/'ith respect to the the local >: coordinate direction
expressed m terms of v(0) and (|)(0).
g = gravitational acceleration vector
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To simplify the e>:pressions in the equations of motion the
follov.ang defi2"iitions for inertia terms, adapted from the expressions
found m Reference 5. are used:
K = J^., r^rj d-
lohd
VOLU'iE
= the 3 K 3 inertia matrix of the load
^R
= hV. ^R^r' ^'^'J ^ R R
ROTOR
WLUME
the 3 X 3 inertia n-iatrix of the rotor
UllOV
. ^%) = JP- 1'^ '-Ue"^ '-Ue r dv
LINK
VOLUME




, LUe) = J p.











, LUr) = J p. i^ LU^ ILIr (p dv
LIHK
VOLUME




, UJe) = J.p. ^t^ LLIe^ LUe (J^dv
LINK
VOLUME
Ivv = JUl '/ dv
LOAD
VOLUME
Ixx = J Pl ^ ^'"^
LORD
VOLUME
<|> = the 5 H 2 link shape rnatri:-: defined in Chapter 2
IJJfi = derivative of the 3 k 3 matrix lU with respect to the
joint variable theta
LUr = result of the simplification of the second time
derivative of the transformation matrix lU and is
termed the residual acceleration.
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The following- definitions are utilised to sm^iplify the
















H41 = J R ^L ^ dv
LINK
VOLUME
r = the second derivative of the shape function rnatriK
C = the 3 x 3 fleKural rigidity matrix including only
EI
,,
The actual derivation of the equations of motion requires
detailed, tedious substitution of the expressions for kinetic energy
and potential energy into the Lagrange equations, and the
Lagrangian formulation yields two sets of equations. One set
describes the large motions and the other set describes the small
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motions. • These two sets of equations are non-linear, coupled,
second- order, ordinary differential equations represented as follov;s.
M e + M Li = F (2-1)
qq qri q
M e + M U + K U = F (2-2)
v/here
M =1x1 effective inertia niatrii-i for larsre motions
qq o
M = 1 X 2 coupled inertia matrin of the small motion effect
on large motion
M = 2 X 1 coupled inertia inatriK of the lar^e motion effect
on small motions
M =2 X 2 effective inertia rnatrii-: for small motions
i-
''. stiffness rnatri:-: for smiall motions
F =1x1 load vector for the laree niotions
q
F =2x1 load vector for the small motion




generalised coordinate of the
deformations representing the smiall motions
The coefficients for the terms are defined as follov/s:
1 = 1111(1119"^
, UJe) + U^ 1122(1119"^ , LUq) U +
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Trace ( 1% D, I, D/ LUJ + A„ L A„"^ )
'L *L "L ^^'=' "R 'R "R
hi = IllZdV
.
LU") + (iM, L + M.,). (M.. L + I, +1,,.,)
L is the arrn length. M, is the inass of the load. M.. is the
first moment of the load -//-ith respect to the local y axis.
Fq = 2. ir 1122 OV . I-U) U H^jLUjg + U^ H^/Lljg -
Trace (UJe D^ I^ r^^ LU, + 2.111^ D^ I^ DJ LU + i^^e I^/^r)
+ H^^ Dj lU/ g + T
T is the enternally applied torque. App is a result of a
simplification of the second time derivative of the transformation
rnatriK Ar and is termed D residual acceleration. A^q is a
derivative of A|d vnth respect to the joint variable theta.
M^^ = ( Trace ( LUq D^ 1^ dJ m, TraceCLUe D^ I^ D^^ lU'))
+ 1121 (UJ"^ ^ LUg)
D, and D are the derivatives of the arrn tip deformation
transformation matri:-: differentiated v/ith respect to nodal





III) +M^ ( viOl) + ( l^^\J X ( $(0) )
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K^^ = K,^ + I122(LL1^
. LUr)
F = H^^LLI^g - (TraceallR B^ \^ Ly,/ LU^ + 2.1U D^I^ D^^/ ILl"^)
TraceiLLlR D^ I, D^J LLI^ + 2.LU D^I^ D^,^' ^^^)) ""
These exipressions are coded and solved for in the computer
program listed in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE DSL CODING UTILIZED IN SOLVING
THE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION
* THESIS COPY
+
* SIMULATION OF SI HOLE LIHK FLEXIBLE MRU I PULflTOR OVHRfllCS
}(C
* THIS PROGRfln SOLUES THE ERLS FLEXIBLE fIRfi I PULFITOR DVNflfllCS FOR fl
* SINGLE LINK EXPERIMENTfiL RRM. THE EXPER I MENTAL RRM PhRRMETERS RRE
* INPUTTED RND THE HVDRRULIC flCTURTION DVNRMICS RRE INCLUDED IN THE
* SIMULATION. THE INPUT IS THE CURRENT TO THE SERUOUALUE MOUNTED ON
* THE HVDRRULIC ACTUATOR AND THE OUTPUT IS THE POSITION OF THE ARM
* TIP IN THE GLOBAL REFERENCE SYSTEM. THE CODING CONSISTS OF A MAIN
* PROGRAM, TEN FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAMS AND EIGHTEEN SUBROUTINES.
*
* THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS RRE DEFINED:
* 1 . R-EFFECT I UE CROSS-SECT I ONAL AREA OF FLEX I BLE ARM
* 2.flFiRDD-3X3 SECOND TIME DERIURTIUE OF ROTOR RESIDUAL flCCELERRTION
* MATR I
X
* 3.ARTH-3X3 ROTOR TRANSFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT
* TO THETA
* 4. A IP-SHAPE FUNCTION MATRIX COEFFICIENT DEFINED IN APPENDIX B
* 5.A2P-SHAPE FUNCTION .MATRIX COEFFICIENT DEFINED IN APPENDIX B
* 6.BE-EFFECTIUE BULK MODULUS OF FLUID
* 7. BETA 1 -SHAPE FUNCTION MATRIX COEFFICIENT DEFINED IN APPENDIX B
* 8 . BETfl2-SHRPE FUNCTION MATRIX COEFFICIENT DEFINED IN RPPENDIX B
* 9.BIGF-3X1 RIGHT-HAND SIDE UECTOR FOR LARGE AND SMALL MOTION
* ACCELERAT I ONS
* 10.BIGM-3X3 MATRIX OF LARGE AND SMALL MOTION ACCELERATION
* COEFF I C I ENTS
* 11.CTM-T0TAL LEAKRGE COEFFICIENT OF THE ACTURTOR
* 12.C1,C2,C3,C4-SHAPE FUNCTION MATRIX COEFFICIENTS DEFINED IN APPENDIX B
* 16.DEFM-DISPLACEMENT DEFORMATION UARIABLE





QERR, QERR 1 . FACTOR-DUMMY UAR I ABLES
* 19. DL 1-3X3 DEFORMATION MATRIX
* 20 . DL 1 1-3X3 DEFORMAT I ON MATR I X D I FFERENT I ATED W I TH RESPECT TO THE
* DISPLACEMENT DEFORMATION UARIABLE
* 2 1.DL 12-3X3 DEFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED IMTH RESPECT TO THE
* SLOPE DEFORMATION UARIABLE




* 24.E-M0DULUS OF ELASTICITY OF STEEL
* 25.FN-2X1 RIGHT-HAND SIDE UECTOR FOR SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* 26.FQ-RIGHT-HAND SIDE FOR LARGE MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* 27.G-3X1 GRAU I TAT 1 ONAL ACCELERATION UECTOR
* 2S.GP03-3X1 GLOBAL POSITION UECTOR FOR ARM TIP
* 29. HI 1-1X3 LINK FIRST MOMENT OF INERTIA UECTOR
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+ 30. H2 1-2X3 LINK SHfiPE miRIX FIRST flOHEhT OF I NERT 1 RUECTOR
* 31.H41-1X3 LORD FIRST flOMEHT OF INERTIA UECTOR
* 32.KCE-T0TflL FLOW PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
* 33. PL-LORD HVDRRULIC PRESSURE DROP
* 34
.
PS-HVDRhUL I C SUPPLV PRESSURE
* 35.QL-FL0U DELIOERED FROM THE SEP.UOURLOE
+ 36. SLOP-SLOPE DEFORhHTION URRIRBLE
* 37.SL0PD-T!t1E DERIURTIUE OF SLOPE DEFOFlMflTION URRIRBLE
+ 3S.S0L-3X1 UECTOR OF LRRGE AND SMALL MOTION RCCELERRT I ONS
* 39.TE-T0R0UE EFFICIENCV
* 40.TH-LflR0E MOTION POSITION URRIRBLE
* 41.THD-T1ME DERIURTIUE OF LRRGE MOTION URRIRBLE
* 42.T0R0UE-HPPLIED TOROUE BV RCTURTOR
+ 43.U-2X1 RRM TIP DEFORMRTION UECTOR INCLUDING DISPLRCEMENT RND SLOPE
* 44.UD-2X1 RRM TIP DEFORMRTION UECTOR DIFFERENT I RTED WITH RESPECT TO
* TIME
* 45.UT-T0TfiL COMPRESSED UOLUME INCLUDING RCTURTOR LINES AND CHRMBERS
* 46.W-3X3 LINK TRRNSFORMflT I ON MATRIX
* 47. WD-3X3 FIRST TIME DERIURTIUE OF LINK TRRNSFORMRT I ON MATRIX
* 4S.WRDD-3X3 SECOND TIME DERIURTIUE OF LINK RESIDUAL RCCELERRT I ON
* MATR I
X
* 49.WTH-3X3 TRRNSFORMRT I ON MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO
* THETA
* 50 . X I FRRC-URR I ABLE FRACTIONAL AMOUNT OF INPUT CURRENT TO SERUO-
+ URLUE
* SI.XIINP-CURRENT INPUT EQURL TO INITIRL AND FRACTIONAL AMOUNTS
* 52.XIL-3X3 INERT I fi MATRIX OF THE LORD
* 53. XIO- INITIRL INPUT CURRENT TO -SERUOURLUE
* 54.XIR-3X3 ROTOR INERTIA MATRIX
+ 55. XI STEP-STEP INPUT OF FRRCTIONRL RMOUNT OF INPUT CURRENT
* 56. XK 11 -2X2 PARTIAL LINK STIFFIiESS MATRIX
* 57.XKN-2X2 LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX
* 58 . .XKU-SERUOUALUE SIZING CONSTRNT
* 59.XLL-LENGTH OF FLEXIBLE RRM
* 60. XML-MASS OF LOAD
* 61.XMNN-2X2 COEFFICIENT MRTRIX OF SMRLL MOTION RCCELERRT I ONS IN THE
+ SMRLL MOTION DVNRMtC EOUATIONS
+ 62.XMN0-2X1 COEFFICIENT UECTOR OF LRRGE MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN THE
* SMALL MOTION DVNAMIC EOUATIONS
* 63.XM0N-1X2 COEFFICIENT UECTOR OF SMALL MOTION ACCELERRT I ONS IN THE
* LARGE MOTION DVNRMIC3 EOURTION
* 64.XM00-COEFFICIENT OF LRRGE MOTION RCCELERRT I ON IN THE LRRGE MOTION
* DVNRMICS EQUATION
* 55.XM0QF-2X2 DUMMY MRTRIX FOR USE IN FORMULATING THE EQURTIONS OF
+ MOT I ON
* 66.XMR-MASS OF RCTURTOR ROTOR
* 67.XMU-MASS DENSITY OF STEEL FLEXIBLE ARM
* 08
.
XMX-F I RST MOMENT OF LOAD WITH RE.SPECT TO THE LOCAL COORDINATE
* V AXIS
* 69. XX I -UAR I ABLE REPRESENTING INERTIA-LIKE LORD PROPERTV
* 70.V-DUMMV URRIRBLE TO STORE INTEGRATION RESULTS
* 7 1
. YV I -URR I RBLE REPRESENTING INERTIR-LIKE LORD PROPERTY




** IMITIflL UflLUES OF PRRFiMETERS ARE INPUTTED Ulfl XIHIT SUBROUTIHE
D DIMEHSIOH U<2, 1 >,XriQQ< 1),XnQQP(2,2 >,DL K3,3:',UTH<3,3),flRTH<3,3),
D «X I R(3, 3 >, XMOrK 1 , 2 ) , U0<2 , 1 ), H 1 K 1 . 3 > , G(3 . 1 > , H2 1(2 , 3 ;,
D «WRDD<3 . 3 :\ DL 1D<3, 3 >, UD<;3, 3 >, RRRDD<3, 3 ;',H4 K 1 , 3 ), XK 11(2,2),
D «DL 12(3,3),mm ( 2 , 1 ) , W ( 3 , 3 > , :m\h (2,2), XKH ( 2 , 2 ) , FN ( 2 , 1 ) , B I GM ( 3 , 3 )
,
D «B I GF<3 . 1 ), X I L(3, 3 ), DL 1 1(3, 3 ), DEFMCK 1 > , S0L(3 ), THO( 1 ), 3L0P( 1 >,
D «SLOPD( 1 > , R( 1 > , E< 1 ) , Z 1 ( 1 ) . XX I ( 1 ) . VV Id). F0( 1 ) , GP0S(3 ), X 1 TH( 1 >
.
D «XMLI( 1 ), XLL( 1 ) . XML( 1 >, XnR( 1 ) . XriX( 1 ) . TH( 1 ) . Ti:iRuUE( 1 ), DEFfK 1 ),
D «PS< 1 ) , X I FRRC< 1 >, X 1 CK 1 >, CTM< 1 ), UT( 1 ) , BE( 1 > , DM( 1 >, XKU( 1 > , TE( 1),




* COmOM BLOCK TO PASS COnSTRHTS USED IN THE SHRPE FUNCTION MRTRIX
* DERIURTION OF THE CONSTRNTS INCLUDED IN RPPENDIX B.
3k










* i N III RL 1 2flT ! ON SUEROUT I NE
*
CALL XlNIT(TH,THD.DEFri,DEFND. SLOP, SL0PD,UO.POSO,fl, XML. Xm, . . .
XLL , XNR , E . 2
!





* COEFFICIENTS FOR BOTH LARGE AND SMRLL MOTION RCCELERRT I ONS
* AND THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES ARE COMPUTED IN THE FOLLOUING
* SUBROUTINE CALLS. ALSO. THE HYDRAULIC DYNAMICS ARE INCLUDED
* IN THE MAIN PROGRAM.
NOSORT
*
* HYDRAULIC DYNAMICS ( MERRITT, CHRPTER SIX )
* CURRENT TO ACTUATOR IS CHANGED BY CHANG I NG I FRRC IN XINiT
X I STEP < 1 )=X I FRRC ( 1 )+STEP ( . )
XI INP(1)=XI0(1)+XISTEP(1)
IF(PL(1).GT.PS(1)) GO TO 2
GO TO 3
2 PL(1)=PS(1)










TORQUE < 1 >=TE< 1 >+PL( 1 )+DM< 1
>
* MRTRIX RHD UECTOR FuRMULRTIOH SUBROUTIHE
*
CALL FORrKU, WTH, ND, DL
1
, DL ID, X 1 L, X I R, RRTH, URDD, RRRDD, U, UD, . .
.
XriQQP, G , H 1 1 . H2 1 . DL 1 1 , DL 12 . H4 1 , XK n , ft , XMU/XML/XLL, TH, THD, . . .
DEFM , DEFMD
,











+ COEFFICIENT OF LRRGE MOTION RCCELERflTIOH IN LARGE NOTION DVNflfllCS
* EQURTION SUBROUTINE
CRLL XLNMQQCXnOQ, U, XMQOP, DL 1 , IJTH, RRTH, X I L, X I R, ft, XNU, TH, DEFM , SLOP
>
* CUEFFICIEHTS OF SMftLL MOTION flCCELEftftT I ONS IN LftRGE MOTION DVNftMICS
* EQUftTION SUBROUTINE






V'-,' I , XX I )
*
* RIGHT-HRND SIDE FOR LftRGE MOTION DVNftMICS EQUATION SUBROUTINE
*
CftLL XLMFQCFQ, U, XMQQF, DL
1
, WTH, flRTH , X i L . X I R, UD, H 1 1 , G . H2 1 , WRDD
DL 10, UD,HRRDD,H41JHJHD, DEFM, DEFMD, SLOP. SLOPD. ft/XMU, XML, XLL, . . .
TORQUE >
* LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX SUBROUTINE
*
CALL SNKN ( XKN , XK 1 1 , XMQQP , ft , XMU , THD
)
*
* COEFFICIENTS OF LftRGE MOTION ftCCELERRT I ON IN SMRLL MOTION
* DYNAMICS EQUATIONS SUBROUTINE
+
CRLL SMMNn<XMNQ,DL1,WTH,XIL,DL11,DL12,W,TH,DEFM,SL0P,H,XMU, . .
.
XLL)
* RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF SMALL MOTION DYNAMICS EQUATIONS SUBROUTINE
CftLL SMFN<:.FN,H21,W,G,WRDD,DL1,XIL,DLn,DL12,UD,DL1D,H41,TH, . . .
THD , DEFM , DEFMD, SLOP, SLOPD
)
*
* COEFFICIENTS OF SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN SMALL MOTION DYNAMICS
+ EQUATIONS SUBROUTINE
CALL SMMNN < XMNN , XMQQP , XML , A , XMU , XX I , VV I , XMX >
*
* RCCELERflTION COEFFICIENTS MATRIX RND RIGHT-HAND SIDE UECTOR
* FORMULATION SUBROUTINE
+
CALL B I GFOR (B I GM , B I GF , XMQQ , XMQN , FQ , XMrjQ , XMNN , XKN , FN , U
)
76
* LIHEftR EQUfiTIOM SOLUER FOR RCCELERflT I OMS SUBROUTINE
*
CRLL XLEQ(BIGn,BiGF,SOL>
* TRRNSFORMhT I OH FROM LOCAL COOROimTE TO OLOBRL COOROINRTE TIP
* POSIT iON SUBROUTINE
CRLL 0L0B<GP0S.W,DEFf1>
* IHTEGRRTE RCCELERRT ! ONS RND THEN UELOCITV TO GET LARGE NOTION
* RNGULflR POSITION RND SNRLL NOT ION, LOCAL COORDINRTE.T IP POSITION














POS= I NTGRL < POSO , UEL 1,3)
NOSORT

















* OUTPUT OLOBRL COOROINRTE TIP POSITION
TERNINRL
* RDRNS METHOD CHOSEN DUE TO FRSTER COflPUTRT I ONRL TinES,SRnE RCCURRCV
METHOD RDRNS
PRINT 1 . OE-2 . XPOS . VPOS
SflUE 1.0E-3, XPOS, VPOS
CONTROL F I NT I N= 1 . 00
GRAPH <G1,DE=SPRINT) TINE, XPOS
LABEL <G1) LCiRD=2. 115 KG
77
GRAPH (G2,DE=SFR!NT) TinE.VPOS








* SUBROUT I HE XINIT INTRODUCES INITIRL UfiLUES AND CONSTRNTS INTO THE NRIN
* BODY OF THE PROGRflfl
*






POSO , ft . ML . flU , LL
,
«MR , E , Z I , PS ,
I






PL , PL I C
)




«R.E.ZI, ITORQ.PS, IFRfiC. IO,CTM,UT,BE,DM,KU.TE,OL ,PL .PL IC. IMflX,











PS= 1 . 378S8D+07












MU=7S6 1 . 05000000000000
LL=0 . 9QS50000000000





U0( 1 )=0 . OOOOOOOOOODOOnn
UO ( 2 )=0 . 000000000000000
U0(3 >=0 . 000000000000000
POSO< 1 >=0. 00000000000000














* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM ONE CONPUTES a COEFFICIENT OF SHfiPE FUNCTION MfiTRIX





IP, h2P, BETA 1 , BETR2
CONNON /FCDRTfi /C
1




ONE= C 1*<ft 1P*<C0S<BETfl 1*X HCOSH










* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRN TWO CONFUTES a**2
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION TUO<X)








h2P , BETA 1 , BETA2
COMMON /FCDRTfl /C 1 , C2 , Co' , C4 , A 1P , A2P , BETA 1 , BETA2
TWO= ( C 1* < A 1 P* < COS < BETR 1 *X )+COSH
« (BETR1*X):'+(Sm(BETfl1+X)+SINH(BETA1*X:'))+
« C2*<R2P*<C0S<BETA2*X >+C0SH<BETA2*X ) >+





* FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM THREE COMPUTES b COEFFICIENT OF SHAPE FUNCTION MATRIX
*
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION THREE <X)
RERL*8 C 1 , C2, C3 , C4 , fl IP, R2P . BETR 1 , BETR2
COMMON /FCDATH/C 1 , C2, C3, C4,
R
IP, fl2P, BETA 1 , EETfl2
THREE= C3*(A1P*(C0S(BETA1+X)+C0SH
« (BETA 1+X ) >+(S I N(BETA 1+X >+S I NH<B£TH 1+X ) > >+
* C4* <A2P+ < COS < BETA2*X >+C0SH < BETA2+X )H







* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM FOUR COMPUTES b++2
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FOUR<X)
REAL+8 C 1 , C2 . C3 . C4 . R IP, fl2P, BETA 1 , BETA2
COMMON /PCDATA /C
1
, C2, C3, C4, A 1P, A2P, BETA 1 , BETA2
FOUR= (C3*<A 1P+CC0S<BETA 1+X )+COSH
* <BETR 1+X ) >+(SI N<BETA 1+X >+S I NH<BETA 1+X > > )+
* C4*<A2P+<C0S<BETA2+X )+C0SH<BETh2+X > )+
79




* FUNCTION SUBPROGRftN FIUE COMPUTES PRODUCT ob
*




C2 , C3 . C4 . fl IP . H2P . BETfi 1 . BETR2
COMMON /FCDRTR/C 1 , C2, C3, C4 , fl IP, fi2P, BETA 1 , BETfl2
F t UE= <C l+Cfl 1P*(C0S(BETfl 1*X )+COSH
» < BETR 1 *X ) H < S I N (. BETR 1 +X >+S I NH ( BETH 1 +X > ) >+
« 02+ < fl2P+ < COS < BETH2+X )+COSH ( BETR2+X ) >+




<BETH 1X ) :•+ < S I N ( BETR 1 *X )+S I NH < BETR 1 *X ) > H
« C4*<fl2P*<C0S<BETH2*X HC0SH<BETfl2*X ) >+





* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM SIX COMPUTES -a LL - a x
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SIXCX)
RERL*S C 1 , C2, C3, C4, fl IP , R2P, BETA 1 , BETR2
COMMON /FCDRTR /C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , fl 1 P , fl2P , BETR 1 , BETR2
S 1 X= . QQ85* < C 1 * ( ft 1 P* (.COS ( BETA 1 *X >+COSH
«
< BETA 1 +X ) )+ < S 1 N ( BETA 1 +X )+S I NH < BETR 1 *X ) > H
« C2*<fl2P*<C0S(BETR2*X >+C0SH<BETR2+X > H
« (SI N<BETA2*X >+S I NH<BETR2*X > > ) >+
» X* < C 1 + < fl 1P* < COS ( BETR 1 +X )+COSH
« (BETA 1+X ) )+<S I N(BETfl 1*X >+S I NH<BETR 1*X ) ) )+
« C2* < fl2P* < COS ( BETfl2+X :'+COSH < BETA2*X > >+




* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM SEUEN COMPUTES -b LL - b x
+
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SEUEN(X)
RERL+i?. C 1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , fl IP , fl2P . BETA 1 , BETR2
COMMON /FCDRTR /C 1 , C2, C3, C4, R IP, R2P, BETR 1 , BETfl2
SEUEN= .9985* <C3*<fl1P*<C0S<BETfl1*X)+C0SH
» <BETR1*X)H<SIN(BETR1*X?+SINH<BETR1*X))?+
» C4+ ( R2P+ ( COS i BETR2+X ;-+C0SH < BETR2+X ) >+
«
, <S I N <BETR2+X >+S I NH ( BETR2+X > > )
>
« +X*<C3*<fl 1P+(C0S<BETfl 1*X >+COSH
SO
« (BETA 1*X ) )+<S 1 N<BETfi 1*X )+S I m<BETfi 1*X ) ) )+
« C4+ ( H2P* ( COS •:: BETR2+X )+COSH -;. BETfi2+X > )+




* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM EIGHT CONPUTES COEFFICIENT OF u" *+2
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION EIGHT<X)




C2 , C3 , C4 , R 1 P , R2P , BETA 1 , BETR2
E IGHT= (C 1*BETh 1+BETR 1*<R 1P*<-C0S
« (BETR 1*X )+COSH(BETR 1*X ) >+(-S I N<BETR 1*X )+S I NH(BETfl 1+X ) > )+
« C2*BETR2*BETR2*(R2P*(-C0S<BETR2+X )+C0SH(BETfl2+X > )+
« (





* FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM NINE COMPUTES COEFFICIENT OF v"
*
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION NINE(X)
RERL*8 C
1
, C2 . C3, C4, R IP, R2P, BETR 1 . BETR2
COMMON /FCDRTR /C 1 , C2, C3, C4, R IP, R2P, BETR 1 , BETfl2
NmE= (C1*BETR 1+BETR 1*( RIP* (-COS
» (BETR 1+X )+CnSH(BETfl 1*X ) )+(-S I N(BETR 1+X )+S I NH<BETR 1+X ) > )+
« C2+BETR2+BETR2+ ( R2P+ ( -COS ( BETH2+X )+COSH ( BETR2+X ) >+
« (








« ( BETR 1 *X )+COSH ( BETR 1 *X > >+ ( -S I N < BETR 1
*






* FUNCTION SUBPROGRRM TEN COMPUTES COEFFICIENT OF v" **2




C2 , C3 , C4 , fl 1 P , R2P , BETH 1 , BETR2
COMMON /FCDRTR /C 1 , C2, C3, C4, R IP, fl2P, BETR 1 , BETR2
TEN= (C3+BETR 1+BETR 1*( RIP* (-COS
« < BETA 1 *X :'+COSH ( BETA 1 *X > >+ ( -S I N ( BETA 1 *X >+S I NH ( BETR 1 *X ) > >+
« C4*BETR2*BETR2*<R2P*(-C0S(BETA2*X >+C0SH(BETR2*X > )+




+* SUBROUTIHE FORM COflPUTES COMPOrCHTS OF MATRICES
SUBROUT I HE FORM C U , IJTH , WD , DL 1 , DL 1D , X 1 L , X I R , RRTH , URDD , RRRDD , U , UD
,
«XMQOP, G, H 11 . H2 1 , DL 11 , DL 12 , H4 1 . XK 11 , fl, MU . ML, LL . TH , THD , DEFM , DEFMD,
«SLUP , SLOPD , E , Z I , MR , MX , VV I , XX 1
>
REhL+S W<3, 3 ), UTH(3, 3 ), UDC?, 3 ), DL 1<3, 3 >, DL 1D<3, 3 ), X I L<3, 3
)
RERL*8 X I R<3, 3 >, RRTHC3/5 ), mDD(3, 3 ), ftRRDDO, 3 ) . U(2J ) . IJD<2, 1
)
REAL+8 XMQQP<2 . 2 ) . G<3 , 1 ) . H 1 U 1 . 3 ), H2 1 (2 . 3 > , DL 1 K3 . 3 ) . DL 12<3 . 3
)
REflL+S H4 1 ( 1 , 3 > , Xk 1 K 2 . 2 >, MU . ML , LL , MR , MX , TH
RERL*y THD, DEFM, DEFMD, SLOP, SLOPD . XX I . VV
I















E I GHT , N 1 HE
,
TEN . V
EXTERHfiL OHE , TWO , THREE , FOUR , F 1 UE , E 1 OHT , H i f-IE , TEH
iJ< 1 , 1 )= 1 . 00000000000000
W< 1 . 2 >=0 . 00000000000000













WTH< 1 , 2 )=0 . 00000000000000







WD< 1 , 1 >=0 . 00000000000000
WD < 1 , 2 )=0 . 00000000000000







DL K 1 , 1 )= 1 . 00000000000000
DL 1< 1 , 2 )=0 . 00000000000000
DL IC 1 , 3 ?=0 . 00000000000000
DL 1(2, 1 )=0 . 00000000000000




DL 1 0, 3 )= 1 . 00000000000000
DL 1D( 1 , 1 >=0 . 00000000000000
DL IDC 1 , 2 )=0 . OOOOOOnnooOOOn
DL 1D<
1
, 3 )=0 . 00000000000000
DL 1D(2, 1 >=0 . 00000000000000





DL 1D<3, 3 )=0 . 00000000000000
XILd, D=f1L
X I L< 1 , 2 >=0 . 1678545900000
X I L( 1 , 3 )= . OOOOOGOOOOOOOO
XIL<2, 1 >=0.0167y545'300000
XIL(2,2)=1.77e.792D-04
X I L(2, 3 :'=D . 00000000000000
XIL<3, 1 >=. 00000000000000
X I L<3, 2 >=0 . 00000000000000
X I L<3, 3 )=2. 9867510-03
MX= . 1578545900000
XX I = 1.7767900-04
W 1=2. 98679 10-03
XIRd, 1>=nR
X I R( 1 , 2 ;'=0 . 000000000000000
X I R< 1 . 3 )=0 . 000000000000000
X I R<2^ n=0 . 000000000000000
X\RC2,2)=. 027467 130000000
X I R<2/3 >=0 . 000000000000000
XIR<3, 1 )=0 . 000000000000000
X 1 R<3, 2 )=0 . OO'XiOOOOOOOOOOO
X I R(3! 3 )= . 027467 13000000
RRTHC 1 , 1 >=0 . 00000000000000
fiRTH<
1 , 2 >=0 . OOOOOGOOOOOOOO






flRTH<3, 1 )=0 . OiMnOOOOOOOOOO
flRTH<3!2)=DC:0S(TH)
rrth<3,3;'=-D8ih';th>
URDD< 1 , 1 )=0 . OOOCiOOOOOOOOOO
URDD<
1
] 2 )=0 . 00000000000000
URDDC 1 , 3 )=0 . 00000000000000
URD0<2^ 1 >=-LL+DC0S<TH>+<THD*+2>
mDD(2, 2 )=-DCOS<TH >+<THD++2 >
WRDD<2 . 3 >=DS I HCTH )+aHD++2 )
WRDD(3^ 1 ;=-LL*DS 1 N(TH >+<THD**2
)
WRDD (3.2 >=-DS I H ( TH >* ( THD++2
)
WRDD < 3 , 3 >=-DCOS < TH >+ ( THD+*2
RRRDD( 1 , 1 ?=0 . 00000000000000
hRRDD( 1 , 2 )=0 . OOOOOGOOOOOOOO
mRRDD< 1 , 3 >=0 . OOOOOGOOOOOOOO
RRRDD<2, 1 >=0 . 00000000000000
RRRDO < 2
'.
2 )=-DCOS C TH )* ( THD++2
)




flRRDD(3, 2 >=-DS I N<TH >*<THD**2 >












ChLL DQG4 < -LL , . DO
.
FOUR , V >
XML!QP<2,2>=V
G( 1 , 1 )=0 . 00000000000000
G(2, 1 )=0 . 00000000000000
G<o' . 1 )=-9 . 80660000000000
H 1 K
1
J )=4 . 8565 1900000000
H 1 U 1 , 2 )=-2 . 42S25S&CI300000
H 1 1< 1
^
3 )=0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOCiO








H2 1<2, 1 >=0 . 00000000000000
H2 K 2 , 2 >=0 . 00000000000000
CALL 0004 C-LL, 0.00, THREE, V)
H2K2,3>=M*MU+V




, J )=0 . 00000000000000
DL 1 2 <
I
, J )=0 . 00000000000000
60 CONT I HUE
50 COHT I hUE
DL 1 K 3J >= 1 . 00000000000000
DL 12(2, 3 >=- 1 . 00000000000000
DL 1 2 <3 , 2 )= 1 . 00000000000000
H4U1, 1)=riL
H4 1 < 1 , 2 )=0 . 1&7S545Q000000
H4 K 1 . 3 )= . 000000000000000000
CALL DQ04 <-LL , . DO . E I GHT , V >
XK1K1J)=Y*E*2!
CALL DQG4 ( -LL , . DO . N I fE , V
)








+ SUBROUTIHE XLflMQO COMPUTES THE COEFFICIEHTS OF LARGE MOTION ACCELERATIOH
* IN THE LARGE MOTION DVNAMICS EOUATION





















CfiLL MflTMUL ( P , U , L , t1 , L , i:P >
CALL TFlHNS<DL1,DL1T,N,rO
CRLL TRRNS < RRTH . RRTHT
,
N , H )
CRLL TRflhS ( IJTH . UTHT , M . N )
CfiLL MflTMUL (UTH , DL 1 , N . H , \\ .PI)
CALL MflTMUL < PI, XI L.N.N, N.P2>
CALL MflTMUL < P2 , DL 1 1 , N
.
W , N , P3 >
CRLL MflTMUL (P3 . UTHT . N , N , N , P4
CALL MflTMUL <. RRTH , X I R , N , H , N , P5 >
CALL MflTMUL i P5 , flRTHT ,
N
,
N , M , P5
)














* SUBROUTINE XLMMQN COMPUTES THE SMflLL MOTION RCCELERflT I OHS IN THE LflRGE
* IN THE LflRGE MOTION OVNRMICS EQUATION
*
SUBROUT I NE XLMMQN i XMQfl . fl , MU . ML . LL . MX
,
SLOP . DEFM , VV I . XX I >
RERL*8 XMQN <
1
, 2 ) , MU . ML , LL , MX , R , SLOP , DEFM , VV I . XX i
REflL*8 C
1
, C2, C3, C4, R IP, R2P, BETA 1 , BETfl2, V, S I X, SEUEN
EXTERNRL SIX,SEUEN
CALL DQG4<-LL,0.D0.SIX ,V>
XMQN < 1 , 1 )= < fl+MU+V )+ < ML+LL )+MX
CALL 0004 < -LL , . DO , SEUEN , V
)





* SUBROUTINE XLMFQ FORMULATES THE RIGHT HAND SIDE FOR THE LflRGE MOTION
+ DVNRMICS EOUflTIQN
*







REflL*S UT< 1 , 2 ), DL 1T<3, 3 ), WRDDTO, 3 ), FPF<3, 3 >, FPS<3, 3 ), WTHT(3, 3
)
REflL*B U<2, 1 >, XM00P(:2, 2 >, DL K3, 3 ), WTHcS, 3 ), flRTH<3, 3 >, X I L<3, 3
)
RERL+8 X I R<3 . 3 > . UD<2 . 1), H 11 (1 , 3 ), G<3 , 1), H2 1<2 , 3 > . WRDn<3, 3
>
REALMS DL 1D<3, 3 ), UD<3, 3 >, fiRRDD(3 . 3 ), H4 K 1 . 3 > . MU . LL . ML

















CflLL flHTMUL i UT , FQP , L , M , M , P >




L , N , L . FP )
CALL TRRhSdJTH . IJTHT
.
M, N >
CHLL MRTfUIL < H I'l , liTHT . L . N , H , P 1>
CALL mTMUL<P1,G,L.N.L,SP>
.
CRLL nRTMUL ( UT , H2 1 , L , M , Ti , P2 )
CfiLL MflTMUL < P2 , UTHT , L . f
^
. ^ . ^"3
)
CALL tlRTMUL < P3 ,
,
L , H , L , TP >
CfiLL TF;HrL-i(DL1,DL1T,H,H>
CRLL TRfifSS < WRDD , URDDT , H , N >
CRLL tlRTHUL ( IJTH , DL 1 , N , M . tt , P4 )
CALL MRTHUL ( P4 , X I L , H , N , N , P5 >
CRLL MRTMUL <P5 , DL 1 T , H . H , N . P6 >
CALL MRTMUL < P5
,
URDDT , N , M , M , FPF ?
CRLL TRRNS COL 1 D , DL 1 DT , H , N
)
CALL TP,RNS<WD,WDT,H,N)
CfiLL MRTMUL ( WTH , DL 1 , H , H , M , P7
CRLL MRTMUL ( P7 , X I L , N , N , M . P8 >
CRLL MRTMUL < PS . DL 1 DT , M , N , M . P9
)
CRLL MRTMUL < PQ . WDT . N . H . H , FPS
CALL TRAMS < RRRDD , RRRDDT , N , N
)
CRLL MRTMUL < RRTH , X I R , fi , H , M , P 1 )





40 COMT I MUE
30 COMT I MUE
CfiLL MRTRDD < FPF , FPS . N . N . FPFH >
CRLL MRTRDD < FPFH, FPT, H,M,FHP)
CfiLL TRfiCE(FHP,N,TFP)
CALL MflTMUL<H4
1 , DL IT, L, M, H, P 1 1
)
CRLL MRTMUL < P 11 , UTHT , L , N , M , P 1 2 >
CfiLL MRTMUL ( P 1 2 , G , L , N , L , FTHP >




+ SUBROUTINE SMKN CALCULATES THE LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX
SUBROUT ! NE SMKN < XKN , XK 1
1
, XMQOP , fi , MU , THD )
REAL+S XKN<2, 2 >, KNP(2, 2 ) . XM00P(2, 2 > . XK 1 1 (2, 2 ) . fl, THD, MU
DO 10 1 = 1,2
DO 20 J=1,2
KNPC I , J )=XMqQF< I , J y^(.-?\ :'+MU*(THD*+-2 )
XKN<
I
, J )=KNP <
I
, J )+XK 1 K I . J
)






* SUBROUTINE SMMNQ COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF LARGE NOTION RCCELERRTION
* IN THE SNRLL NOTION DVNANICS EOURTIOH
*
SUBROUT I NE SNNrHQ < XNNQ . DL 1 , WTH , X I L , DL 11 . DL 1 2 , UJH , DEFN , SLOP , fl , fin
,
*»LL>
FiEftL+8 XNNQ(2 . O . DL 12T(3 . 3 > . DL 1 1T(3/3 ) . UT(3, 3 ) . P 1 ';3 . 3 > . P2<3 . 3
>
REftL*8 P3'':-! . 3 > . P4<3 , 3 > , P5<3 . 3 ), P6<3 , 3 > , DL K3 . 3 >, WTH<3 , 3 ) . X I L<3, 3 >
REflL*8 U<3, 3 ), DL 11 (3, 3 >, DL 12(3, 3 > JH, DEFN, SLOP , fl, NU . LL






CRLL TRRNS < DL 11 , DL 1
1
T . N , N >
CRLL TRRNS(DL12,DL12T,N,N:'
CRLL TRRNS (U,1-JT,N,N)
CALL NHTMUL < NTH , DL 1 , N , N , N , P 1
>
CRLL NRTNLIL < P 1 , X I L , N , N , N , P2
)
CRLL NRTNUL ^ P2 , DL 1 1 T , N , N , N , P3 >
CRLL tlRTNUL ( P3 , NT , N . N . N . P4 >
CALL TRACE(P4,N,TFPt)
CALL DQG4<-LL,D.D0,SIX .V>
XNNQCl, 1>=TFP1 + <Y*mT1U>
CALL NRTNUL C P2 . DL 1 2T , N , N . N . P5
)
CALL NRTNUL ( P5 , NT , N , N , N , P6 >
CALL TRHCE<pi:sN,TFP2;
CALL DnG4<-LL,0.D0,SEUEN.V)




• SUBROUTINE SNFN CRLCULATES THE RIGHT HRND SIDE OF THE SNALL NOTION
* DVNANICS EQUATION
*
SUBROUT I NE 3NFN<FN, H2 1 . W . G, IJRDD, DL 1 . X i L . DL 1 1 . DL 12, ND . DL ID . H4 1 , TH,
«THD , DEFN , DEFND . SLOP , SLOPD >
RERL*8 FN<2, 1 ) . P 1 <2 . 3 ), P2<3, 3 ) . P3<3 . 3 >, P4<3 , 3 > . P5<3 , 3 ) . Pe.<3 . 3 >
RERL*8 P7(3,3),FS<3,3),P9<3,3>,P10(3,3>,P1K3,3),P12(3,3),F13C3,3:'
RERL+a P14C1.3>,P15a.3),P16(1.3),P17<1.3>,TP<:2, D.FPa, 1),SPC2, 1)
REAL+S FN K3^ 3 > . FN2<3 . 3 >', G<3, 1 >, H2 1(2.3). NRDD<3, 3 ), DL 1D<3, 3 >
RERL+S m<3,3>,H41(1,3),XIL(3,3),N(3,3>,DL1K3,3),DL12(3,3)
REAL+8 DL 1<3, 3 >, DL 1 lTc:3, 3 ), DL 12T(3, 3 ), UT<3, 3 >




CRLL TRRNS <IJ. NT, N,N)
CALL NRTNUL < H2
1
, NT , N , N , N , P 1
CALL NATNUL < P 1 . G , N , N , L , FP >
87
CFiLL TFiflHS<DL11.DLnT,H.N)
ChLL TRftHS ( DL 1 2 , DL 1 2T , N , H >
CALL fIflTMUL < WFlDD , C1 1 , N , N , N , P2 )
CRLL nRTriUL<P2/AlL,Fi,H.H,P3)
CFiLL MRTMUL ( P3
.
DL 11 T , H , H , H , P4 )
CFiLL riRTMUL(P4^UT,N,N.H,P5;'
CRLL MRTMLIL ( WD , DL 1 D , M , H , H . P6 >
CRLL tlRTMUL ( P6 , X I L , N , N , H , P7
)
CRLL riRTMUL < P? . DL 1 1 T
,
M . h , M . PS >







CRLL URTMUL < P3 , DL 1 21 . H . N . N , P 1 >












20 COHT I NUE
10 CONTIHUE
CALL MRTRDD < P5 , PQ , N , \{ , FN 1 )
CALL hRTRDD < P 1
1
, P 1 3 , N , H , FH2 >
CRLL TF;RCE<FN1,HJFN1>







CALL MRTMUL<H4 1 , DL 1 1T, L, N, N, P 14
>
CRLL nflTnUL ( P 1 4 , WT , L , N , M , P 15
CRLL MRTMIJL < P 1 5 , G . L , H , L , FN3








FIK I ; 1 )=FP< I J > - SP< I J ) + TP< 1 , 1 >





* SUBROUTINE StimN CONPUTES SMALL MOTION RCCELERAT I ONS IN THE SMALL MOTION
* DYNAMICS EOUATION
SUBROUT I NE SMMNN<XMNN , XMQOP, ML , A . MU . XX 1 , VV I , MX
)








.J >=0 . 00000000000000













30 CONT I HUE
RETURH
EfCi
* MULT I PL I CAT ION SUBROUTiHE
*.
SUBROUT I HE MflTMUL < fl , B , H , L , N , C >
RERL*S R(M,L).B(L,N),C(M,rO






J )=C( I , J :• + fi< I J HDEX )*B( I HDEX , J
)
30 CONT I HUE





* SUBROUT I fSE TRRNS PERFORNS TRANSPOSE OPERATION
«




BCJ, I )=A<I ...1)






* SUBROUTINE TRACE CALCULATES THE TRACE OF A MATRIX
*
SUBROUT I HE TRACE < A . N . TRAC >
REAL*A A(N,n)
TRAC=0 .
DO 10 1 = 1 J1





* MATRIX ADDITION SUBROUTINE



















RERL+S B I GM < 3 , 3 ) , B I GF ( 3 , 1 ) , XMQN (1,2), XMNO < 2J > , XMNN < 2 , 2 ) , XKN < 2 , 2 >













CRLL MftTMUL ( XKN , U , M . M , L , P >
BIGF<2, 1>=FN<1, 1)-P<1, 1)





* SUBROUTINE XLEQ CALL IMSL SUBROUTINE LEQT2F TO SOLUE SYSTEM OF EQURTIONS
He
SUBROUT I NE XLEO < B I GM , B I GF , SOL >
RERL*8 BIGMC3,3>,BIGF<3, 1 >,S0L(3), IJKRP.ER< 1S>
M=1
N=3








* SUBROUTINE GLOB PERFORMS TRhNSFORMRT I ON FROM RELRTJUE POSITION TO
* GLOBHL POSITION
*
SUBROUT I NE GLOB C GPOS , U , DEFM >












* SUBROUTINE DQG4 CINSL SUBROUTINE)
*
* PURPOSE
* TO COMPUTE INTEGRhL<FCT<X>, SUMMED OUER X FROM XL TO XU)
*
* USRGE
* • CftLL 0004 <XL,XU,FCT,V>
* PRRftMETER FCT REQUIRES AN EXTERNRL SThTEMENT
* DESCRIPTION OF PRRRMETERS
* XL - DOUBLE PRECISION LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERUmL.
* XU - DOUBLE PRECISION UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERURL.
* FCT - THE NAME OF AN EXTERNRL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
* SUEPROGRRM USED.
* V - THE RESULTING DOUBLE PRECISION INTEGRAL UftLUE.
* METHOD
* EURLUflTION IS DONE BV MERNS OF 4-POINT GRUSS QURDRRTURE
* FORtHJLfl. UHICH INTEGRATES POLVNOMIALS UP TO DEGREE 7
* EXflCTLV. FOR REFERENCE, SEE
* U.I. KRVLOU
. APPROX I MATE CALCULAT I ON OF I NTEGRALS
,
* MACMILLAN, NEW VORK /LONDON, 1962, PP. 100-111 AND 337-340.
lit








. 17392742255872&93D0+<FCT';R+C >+FCT';A-C > >
C=. 1G999052 1792428 13D0+B






The acceleronieter senses an global acceleration, v/e v/ill call it
S, since motion in the vertical plane involves both K and Y
components of acceleration. In order to obtain tip position
information the global transformation rnatriK can be used to to
obtain an eHpression for v(0). This is then integrated twice using a
DSL simulation program. The value of v(0) is then placed m the
global transformation matrix to obtain an expression for tip position
m terms of the global coordinate system. The process is repeated
below
.
Using the global transformation niatrix we obtain a value for
X and y m terms of v
.
X = L cos 9 - V sin 9 (C-1)
y = V cos 9 + L sin 9 (C-2J
these expressions are then differentiated,
X = -L Sin 9 9 - V sin 9 - v cos 9 9 (C-3)
y = -V sin 9 9 + v cos 9 + L 9 cos 9 (C-4)
these expressions are differentiated once again,
92
X = -L8' - L 9 sin 8 + v 6'^ sin 8 - v 8 cos 8 -v 8 cos 8
- V 8 cos e -V sin 8 {C-5]
y = -L 8' sin 8 + L 8 cos 8 - v 8^ cos 8 - v 8 sin 8
- V 8 sin 8 -V 8 sin 8 + v cos 8 (C-6]
This ei-jpression can be simplified since for our model 8 = 0, 8 =
constant, L = constant.
(C-7)
x = v( -sin 8 ] + V { -28 cos 8 ) + v I 8- sin 8 ) - ( L 8^ cos 8 ]
y = v( cos 8 ) + V ( -28 sin 8 ) + v ( -8- cos 8 ] - ( L 8- sin 8 )
(C-8)
now express in tenns of v,
(C-9)
V - 2 82 V V + 4 82 V V + 8^ V v + 4 L 8^' v + L ^ 8^^ - S ^ =
Luhere
S^ = >C' + y2
this expression is coded m a DSL program and (C-9) is solved
explicitly for V and integrated tv/'ice. This value of v is then
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